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Politicat forum mostly hot air

November 3, 1980
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Left to rillht Moderator Sam Baakin, tru•tee Doll Ca..ar,
inatruc:tora Dolllla Hapac &Old AI Parker; Jeft Sorell,
Workera Party; Mark Almberil, Communiat Party; 'Jim
Peroll, Libertariaa Party; Deniae Roae, Citizell'a Party;

HamUton Talbert, Anderaon; Herb Gardner, Republic"•":
!till Ca.ble, Democrat; &1\d atud~nta Tom Loeach, Debra.
a... and D&l\ Quillley.
Photo by W ai Chao Yuen

Talbert of the John Anderson campaign,
Herb Gardner of the Republican Party,
and Bill Cable of the Democratic Party,
gave a five minute synopses of their parties • positions on the issues, and only seven
questions were posed by-Columbia's panel
and two from members of the audience in
the remaining time.

that Carter 's a dministration had
perverted the arts in the U.S. When
Quigley asked Gardner if he knew any examples of these policies, he said no, and
StudentS and faculty members receivt
went on to say that he personally had been
little of substance at Columbia's fin
opposed to that statement being in the
political forum. A panel consisting 01
position paper.
Columbia faculty members and students
Likewise, Talbert was unable to answer
questioned representatives of seven
Hapac '~ question about Anderson's
presidential contenders in the Ferguson
Except in two instances, the answers to position on the National Endowment of the
Theatre there to discuss current political
concj!ms in the field of arts, communica- the questions posed were vague.. and. ~n Arts, and in a question by Loesh, Gardner
tion and education and received few some cases therepresentativesjustllidnot ' · was unable to state Reagan 's position on
have any answers.
.
the field of communications because
respo~ to tbe questions that they posed.
In response to Canar's question .con- Reagan has no position on comA~lely 80 audience paFticipant&cerning what position the Carter ad- munications.
joined the panel members, Don Canar of ministration will take in the futui-e tow8rd
Questioned by Parker, CabJe said the
the president's office, Donna Hapac, arts
student aid, Cable said financial aid to present 1 administration is supportive of
management department, AI Parker, students has increased 70% in the last four legislation
which would disallow the conbroadcast communications, and students years and he said President Carter will tents of media offices from being conTom i:.oesh, TV major, Debra Bass, jour- stand on that record.
fiscated by government and Jaw enforcenalism major, and Dan Quigley, jourGardner was unable to answer Bass • ment agencies.
nalism major, and moderator Samuel
Asked by Canar for further explanation
Baskin of Columbia's Board of Directors, question as to · where J:tonald Reagan
stands on a $60 billion federal increase to on his advocation of substantive military
in the one hour discussion.
education bill which was recently budget cuts, Almberg of the Communist
Each of the seven representatives, Jeff defeated, but he did say Reagan is opposed Party said he sees this possibility because
Sorell of the Workers World party, Mark to the recently created Department of 70% of our present military budget goes
Almberg of the Communist Party, Jim Education.
toward maintaining bases over5eas.
Peron of the Liberatarian Party, Denise
·Quigley asked Garner about a statement
The representatives also distributed
Rose of the Citizens Party, Hamilton in the Republican position paper stating campaign literature to the audience.

By Jan is Forgue

Modern apts. going up next door
By Dan Quigley
Construction will begin this spring on the
vacant Jot next door to Columbia, trans{Qrming_it within two years to a modern
.28-story apartment building. Joel Hillman,
of Hillman Partners Inc., said that the 144
units will consist primarily of studios and
one to two bedroom apartments, with the
studios' rent set at around $400 per month
a nd the two bedroom units at around $900.
The new building, shooting for middle to
upper-elass residents, will have many attractive features. There will be a scenic
landscaped plaza recessed below
Michigan A'venue street level in front of
the building, setting it back from the
street.
Residents will also enjoy the privilege of
swimming in a year-round indoor pool on
the 27th floor. And, Chicago weather permitting, they'll also be able to take a dip in
the outdoor pool on the roof.
In addition, there will be many features
that Colwnbia students can enjoy. An
atrium is planned for the lower levels of
the building, where 15,000 square feet of
space will be made available for commercial enterprises. Although the exact
nature of a ll the tenants on the lower levels
has yet to be finalized, Mr. Hillman says
there will be a restaurant and an art
gallery, with space left over for many
small shops. There will also be a bar on the
second floor over-looking Michigan Ave.,
c-t!eM4-....ael
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BULLETIN
Students gives gripes, suggestions on cone·g e
By Dini D . James

well informed is a part of education you
One might think it would be stalled know."
elevator s or the post registra tion fever of
Also agreeing with both Susan and
cancelled classes , or worst still, at this Renee is Edna Gillis, a 26 year-old jourtime of the year, cold classrooms, that nalism freshman , who describes the l ack
would be a predominant issue wi th studen- of i nformation from school as "ver y
ts. However this is not the case.
pathetic."
Instead . the a ttention of the students has
The third group, however, representing
been focused on both the uncomely con- one half of the total students polled, though
dition of the students lounge on the 7th lacks soncensus but offers a variety of
floor. and complaints of l ittle or no in- suggestions in its r esponse to the gener al
formation from the schools ad- questions posed by the survey.
ministration, according to a survey conFor instance, M artin Gremblatt, a 31
ducted by The Chronicle recently.
year ol d writing/ theatre freshman ,
In the survey. twelve students with an recounts his experience with the bookstore
average age of 24 yea rs randomly selected and comes away with harsh words for the
with varied racia l backgr ounds. academi c bookstore workers saying. "All those guys
pur suit s and sexes. were asked to name in there should undergo some sort of onone thing they would like to sec changed thc-;ob i nstruction or reorientation ."
about Columhia College. One fourth
Eileen Ter lecky, a 28 year old AEMP
agreed that the student lounge should be seni or after launching a solo attack on the
carpeted. refurnished and hot lunches scr- open admission pol icy, which she des,·cd. Another fourth would like to know cribes as a cog in the wheel of high l evel
mor e about equipments and facilities. if education at Columbia . She wants to see
available. how and where to find them .
However. the remaining half. even though
wit hout a consensus. of course. did touch
on various innovative progr ams. ranging
from night councelling: revamp ing of the
open admission policy; student government, student/ department head rapprochement: Matron/ Nurse to dispense
health care: down to an outright

Nevertheless, the third group of response, com es from both mixture of male
and female with the ratio of response from
the femal es leading 2 to I over the males.

Dean T ucci

all east."
Strangely enough , however, is the fact
that the survey shows an all male verdict
on the issue of the 7th floor student lounge;
while it seems on the other hand an all
female affair s on the question of
i nadequa te supply of information by the
school's authorities·.

EdN Gillis

Photos by Clifton Cobb

Chicagoans amused by
B-52's sass, originality
poodle, m aking love under a strobe light .
and, of course, a close ~ncounter on the

By Marianne Moro
Corwin <;..thoun

Eileen Te rlecky

suggestion of an on-the-job training for the
school 's bookstore workers.
The following are the views and short
profiles of the students surveyed :
" T he school should provide cheap meals
and a decent en vironment to serve i t."
said Dean Tucci . a freshm an majoring i n
Advert JSJOg.
Corwin Calhoun . 22. advertising senior.
descnbes the c~fcte ria / l ou nge as " an eye
sore and ver y demeaning to hoth relaxing
and dil1l ng senses."
Alsl! atlacking the cl!ndit ion in the
' tudcnts' lr,ungc 1s Kcvm Camp, 24. a
phlltl!graphy freshman who says. " the
fhod m he vcnd tng mt•chincs 1s no! even ril
f•,r hum;.n con!-t urnp111m ''' h(; costing so
rr.uch, and fm lt•P of 11 . ,, · ~ so messy 111
hf! f(; "

T he ,,f h(_·r one fourth wht• w ants hcllcr
tJnd tJdcqua re lnft,r m(Jiitm provided to the

"ud<·nts

lhl' ' ch<,ol is " <JUillly
un:JOIHI 'JUS m 1ts dcm(Jnd m lhts rega rd .
" Si udt·nts o11~h l '" h1· prop<·rly inlorm1·tl
il $-i , , , wh:.rl
th•· !'whr,,,J hax to ,,frt·r.

t,y

f''-'P''' ' 'tJil y 1n lh, · w~' Y

,,f

plll·s Th<· Art Jnstl lull·

s u pp il ~s

remedial courses instituted •· ... in order to
help the freshman tha t comes in through
that policy.''
Melia Filmore, a broadcasting freshman
who is 23 years old feels strongly about
night counseling . "This idea is very important, " she says, "because night students, like their day coun terparts. need the
scr v1ces of night academic adv isors."
A 25 year-old Maggie Weber. an advertising junior voices her opinion on
something that is not really there. but wi ll
like to see "Students and departmental
heC:Id joining in a program . whereby a new
approach to teaching c<Jn be dcviccd . And
you bet. it wi ll improve our level of
ed ucation. ·· Magg ie ascertains .
Also. Vicki llouS<•r. a 25 yea r old broadcasti ng suphonwrc. says, " I wuu ld like to
sec

a

matron 's

or

nurse 's

ny st.~ys, " We want a student ~nvcrnrncnl ,
lhrough whi cl1 ma ny students w ill be ab le
lo pa rlitipa tc i11 llu· ;1ffu irs of l.ht• sdJCHII ,

('(jUipnH; nl sup-

,,f Jnff,rriiHIIfHJ

IS;,

The " tacky little dance band from
Georgia .. brought some of its patented fun
to the Windy City recently during a two
night sti nt at the Hiveria Theatre. Backed
by the simple but powerful 4/ 4 beat of
Kei th Sl rickla nd 's drum s. vocalist Fred
Schneider . guit arist Ri cky Wilson, hi s
sister Cindy t voca ls. percussion, gu itar l
a nd singer -organist K ate Pierson
unleashed song a ft,er song about such
diverse subjec ts as looki ng for a lost

Editors ............. . ... .
Associat e ~~d itors .

.... Maryanne Giustino
Dominic Scianna
Mary Herold

Janis Forgue
Advertising Sa les Manng!'r .

1ts studPn

... Pet!t(i Ter&altis
. Steve Gross
Hay Reiss

l'holn!·;cl!tol' ....

y N•r old photo/vHf,.,, f n·c, hm:~r~ .
Shann~ lh•· h:true V lt'W!-1 1 ~ ltt·rwr· Ad:uus
;, nt.ltH'r 2~ Y' ':tr r,ld vholtl lrt•!-:hlfl:ln Wllf)
l..:wk

52's.

beach with the i nfamous " Rock Lobster."
In her red top, tight ·white pants, and
bouffant-and braids wig, Cindy Wilson was
a picture of wide-eyed, dreamy innocence,
particularly during her heart-rendering
vocals on " Give Me Back My Man " , a tune
that is reminiscent of some of the
Shirelle's material. While Wilson portrays
the sweeter female image, Kate Pierson
with her chiffon miniskirt and tousled reddish-brown 'do, evokes a wilder quality.
A nd she can twist her voice (o imitate just
about any bizarre sound, she came out
with a few bloodcurdling hoots before the
vocals on " Private I daho" that almost
knocked me out of my seat.
T he eer ie "Devil In My Car" and ''Rock
Lobster" were the perfect foils for
Schneider 's wry , half-spoken. half-sung
vocals.

o ffu.:c

establ ished for a better hea lt h c<~rc for the
s tuden ts, rngh la nd day ."
Last.ly , Johnny Vaughn . a 22 year old
broa dc<Js ling junior. wi ll wunt a stude nt
l•od,v orga nized at ( 'olumhia Colle!(!' . .John-

' ' Wi th SU('h ." ~ilHI Sus~t n Uill:trwff. ; , 21

~ ;11rl

The pursuit of fun has been an intrinsic
theme in rock ·n roll ever since the hey-day
of Chuck Berry, Elvis, and all-girl groups
such as the Ronettes and the Shangri-Las.
Nowher e is this tradition carried on with
more sass and originality than in the
music and inimitable campiness of the B-

ClirtonCobb
Wnl Chao Yuen

HHJ IIt•! fll

r·t ,n(·•·rn If, 4>fu d•·nl s tu·n· HI ( 'olurnlw•
I hr;~Jf· fttf•y t· h :,n~;t• that H t·1n~~

ilt'IJ<Jrt t•t·~

( ,,IJ , .~,.
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Single life-style is on the upswing
By Mary E. Herold
The quiet cumulation of single life-style
has reached phenomenal proportions. This is
the first in a five part series examining the
see mingly popularity of this lifestyk.

During that awfully boring decade
following the period of flower children and
revolutionists, the 70's, there was a calm,
unrelenting explosion of singles. The
population of single adults mushroomed 25
per cent to 56 million, the Census Bureau
reports . That means 4 of every 10 adult
women are single, 3 of every 10 men.
There have always been single people,
just as there have always been married
people, however, the sudden interest or
alarm concerning singular life is ap·
prehensive because it is becoming a
cumulative life·style tha t would gradually
alter a once dominantly family-<>riented
society.
" The consequences are mind·boggling,"
reports Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, chairman of the University of Chicago's Committe on Human Development, to the
Chicago Tribune. " It could lead to chaos in
which people go to extremes in search of
meaning.u
Few singles seem to agree with him .
They point to the enhanced acceptability of
the single life, insisting that it provides
them a time for independence and
evaluating self-worth.
Daniel McLaurin one of the assistant
managers for Walgreens, finds independence the most appealing thing
about being single. "I have the freedom to
go and come and do as I please, when I
, please," he said.
At the age of 30 McLaurin is not yet con-

Recently divorced &on n.ie Schroder, a.n a.ccounta.nt, sa.ys she enjoys her new freedom.

photo by Wai Chao Yuen

sidering marriage. When not at work he · Nonetheless, McLa urin 's attitude to side, " has such strong connotation of
finds things to do to keep from becoming toward marriage being an institution that permanence that it frightens me," he said.
bored. "I like to relax, listen to music, and can put a damper on one's choice to ex- Still he does not foresee a separation in the
spend a great deal of my time alone. " he pand and explore new trends runs parallel future.
Enhancing views on single life have
with that of many singles . " I might get
said.
"What it all means," suggests Paul C. married when I'm too old to do much of caused traditional attitudes about " Tying
the knot" to seem almost archaic. Ten
Glick, the Census Bureau's senior anything else," he said.
demographer, "is more personal freedom
The single life does not limit itself to age. years ago an unmarried woman over 25
but less sense of security."
wa
s considered an old maid and in a panic
The young enthusiastic college graduate
entering the job market has little in com- to get married. According to an artick in
mon with 6 year married, recently divorc- the October issue o f New Woman magazine,
the single peopk who see themsel ves prepared Bonnie Schroder.
Schroder, a tall, mild mannered woman, ing for a soul m ate know how to wait, how to
cultivate,
how to a ssimilate the idea of t im said that her marriage ended in divorce
after she met someone else. " I was mar- ing their lives. New Woman magazine is
ried at 17, and I missed all the fun ," she suggesting that there a re some people
around who are considering remaining
said.
single as a permanent state. That throws
Unlike many who fill the after work
that age oid idea of anybody becoming an
emptiness of being single with numerous
old maid at any age right out the door.
entertaining activities, Schroder doesn 't
No one is certain what caused the
have any particular interests or hobbies.
e mergence of single life. Some of the
She enjoys dating different men and going
reasons why it apears attractive are apout to bars ocassionally. " I can 't think of
parent - freedom <do as I please), relationanything I dislike about being single, even
ships <non-committable J, contraceptives
though I might cons ider marriage again in
<safe-sex >, and the desire of many women
the far away future," she said.
to want time to devote to careers before
The single life does not limit itself to marriage.
much of anything, except perhaps atSome feel that in today's racing, mobile
titude. In a poll of 4,000 men and women society, marriage would be like anything
earlier this year, 96 per cent said they else , fleeting. Daniel McLaurin , the young
preferred marria ge as a way of life. Yet, man of 30, says that marriage is a n investRESTAURANT
during the last decade, the number of ment. " Like anything else that you invest
Shamrocks, shelliaghs and shenanigans. Irish favorites SeJVed In an intimate setting.
unrelated adults living together has more time and money into, you don 't want to
All entrees complimented with our wann homemade soda bread.
than doubled, to 2.7 million, the Census loose it," he said.
Bureau reports.
Wha tever, it is quite clear that the
As the enticement of single life become s ingular life is upon us. Whether or not it is
more inviting, views about marriage here to stay is a question of concern for a
become more confusing . A young latet da te. Right now the phenomena of
Evanston man who has lived with a this lifestyle and the effect it ca n have on
RESTAURANT
woman three years tries to explain his the economic, socia l a nd political
Specialties include nutricious Breakfasts, hearty Lunches, and flavorful Dinners
clouded fear of marriage. "The word fram ework of this fa mily-<>riented country
1n a cheerful summerhouse a tmosphere. 7 AM-Midnight.
<marriageJ ," he shakes his head from side is of unea5¥ interest.

WElCOME: COLUMBIA FACULTY &HUDE:NTS'

TippeRARY

Inn

d#JJoo
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY

The

eJ'fusie Box
9PM-2AM Monday thru Saturday

the buckingham pub
We've got It at the Buckingham Pub in the Pick Congress Hotel.
We've also got old· time movies, electronic games, free peanuts and popcorn.
We're right in the neighborhood with great chUI, soup, hot and cold sandwiches...and the
kind of atmosphere you11 get into.

A Pick Americana Hotel
Our facilities convenient ... Our services complete!

520 S. Michigan Avenue • Chicago • 427-3800
Parking adjacent to Hotel

DAniel McLauriA oa.yo h e ma.ybe oinale, but he io l\ot a.va.lla.ble lor ma.rria.ae.
photo by Wa.l Cha.o Y e~~a
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Corliaa Gavin., atl\ior at Harrison hi&h. achool (above), nuraea &1\ infkl\t in the pediatric•
w&rd. (At riJiht) Dr. How&rd Levy, head of Pediatrica &Ad Adeline Sha&am, Volunteer
Service a Director, watch over volun.teera a.t Mt. Sinai Hoapit&l.

By Dominic Scianna
Volunteers are an important part of
many working establishment. They work
long hours and receive no pay, but are
usually dedicated and efficient. At Mt.
Sinai Hospital the Volunteer Services
department, headed by Mrs. Adeline
Shagam runs around the clock providing
services needed for the patients at Mt.

Sinai as well as the day to day functions of
the hospital.
Mrs. Shagam has been the director of
the Volunteer Services department for 11k
years. She has a staff of over 90 volunteers
ranging in age from 16-80. There are 30
high school, college and junior high
students who work during the school year
and over60adults who work year round.
The staff of volunteers provides many

services at the hospital. Some of their
functions. are as follows: Receptionists,
Typing pools, girt shop sales, Admitting,
Medical and Radiology records, Accounting, Friendly visitors Cwhc provide
friendship and companionship to the patients), and last but not least the F loaters
Cwho are called to do dirrerent jobs when
needed) . " We have a women in the gift
s hop Dorothy Seidman, who has been a
volunteer for 31 years, and another adult
volunteer who has just celebrated her 80th
birthday," said Shagam.
Also two departments which were not
mentioned above the Pediatrics ward and
the emergency ward. Or. Howard Levy
head of the Pediatrics ward , has many
volunteers floating around in Pediatrics,

one of those being Corliss Gavin. Gavin a
senior at Harrison high school looks after
the children, plays. with them in the
playroom at the hospital, and has the
c hore of feeding and changing the little
babies. While in emergency Joyce Randle
a freshmen at Circle Campus, tends to the
needs of the emergency patients, by carrying on her daily duties and functions.
Plans are underway at the present time
to add a new addition to the hospital. Mrs.
Shagam is looking for some interested
students to volunteer their time to take
care of the children in the new playroom.
You can contact Mrs. Shagam at 131215422542, or slop in at Mt. Sinai hospital 15th
a nd California, room 116K Volunteer Services on the first floor.

Crisis Hotlines suggest solutions for callers
The telephone rings , shattering the early
morning peace in the. small office lined
with well-worn armchairs and neatly
stacked copies of Psychology Today.
The day has begun. early as usual for
Sister Mary Fran Seeley who has made an
instrument out of an ordinary telephone.
Across the room , a wooden plaque bears
a carved footprint and the quotation : " I
will not follow where the path may lead,
but I will go where there is no path, and
leave a trail."
Sister Mary Fran is the moving force
behind Crisis Line, a 24-hour emergency
counseling service. Staffed by 100 trained
volunteers, the holline handles 4000 calls a
month from the lonely, troubled and
desperate.
" One of the most difficult ca lls came
from a young mother of four children,"
said Sister Mary Fran.
" Burdened down beyond her strength to
carry on, she was thinking or killing them
and then taking her own life. She was very
serious about it. It was not just a vague
plan. By our network services with several
agencies, the children were removed Cor a
few days to enable the mother to get financial assistance, counseling and rest. "
rnnation , reces!IHJO and layoffs seem to
be producing an alarming incrcasc in
violent calls, Including murder-suicide
threats.
" We've had Cltllt'll where fa then wanted
to kill themselv~:~~ to leave the insurance
mooey for thei r wive~ a nd kid!! ," reports
the sister

'-'a"l..,..fil

nv a._,.,,.

u~-r• •IU~

Crisis Line of Will County was opened in
June of 1976. After going through an 8week training course the first 64
volunteers graduated a nd began their
work . Since that time Crisis Line has been
open 24 hours a day, seven days a week in
all weather, and on holidays .
"Heart-wrenching ca lls come during the
holidays when lonely a nd bereaved individuals feel the pain of loss most keenly," said the sister .
" Last Christmas, a call came in from a
man who had lost his wife a nd daughter in
a car accident several years before. His
kidJi had turned to drugs and he blaml'<l
himself for their ruined lives. II is guilt and
dC8pair had driven him to seck a slow
death through heavy drinking , when he hit
botl om, he reached out for help from Crisis
Line. II volunteer put him in touch with the
service ugcncy thot could offer him help

I l l ! JKON IC

f'H()NJ

111'.11

~e.c

a nd hope," she said.
According to the Sister, the person who
works up the courage to call Crisis Line
wants help, and volunteers are generally
a ble to give that help. Calls are followed
up, if the callers agree, to make sure the
agencies getting referrals have been able
to help the person work the problem out.

emotional loll on some volunteers ,
however. From time to lime they become
" burned out" and must take a temporary
leave of absence or quit, reports the sister.
Sister Mary Fran said she encourages
such volunteers to work in other aspects of
the program , s uch as fund-raising, or to do
some other volunteer work in the community.
One of the Crisis Line's most popular
services is the "sunshine service" or
reassurance for the elderly. Volunteers
check daily on senior citizens whc live
alone to verify their safety and well-being.
Crisis Line files contain the names and
phone numbers of the elderly person 's
nearest relatives, doctor and closest
neighbor. If the call, made at the same
time each day, is not answered, the
neighbor is dispatched to check on the per-·
son, said the sister.
" More than one life has been saved
because help got to an elderly man or
woman who had fallen and broken bones,
and whc might otherwise have gone un·
discovered for days."

WELCOME
COLUMBIA COLLEGE
TO

• Come In and try our special chicken
cooked by a special pressure machine!
Chicken dinners served
with mashed potatoes or french fries.
vegetables and bread.
Or just pick up chicken by the box to go.
• Deluxe sandwiches served always.

M &M STEREO
L!l,

Working on the Crisis Line takes a heavy

t'QI~Ift

By Pam McEwen

AI C UI/\ JOK'>
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Many unaware of VA benefits
By Ja ni s Forgue
Many children and spouses of U.S.
milita r y veterans may unknowingly be entilled to benefits from the Veterans Administra tion <VA >.
According to Maude DeVictor. a
counselor in the benefits division of the VA
at 536 S. Clark , often families are not
aware of benefits they might be entitled to
and thus claims are never made. The VA
investigates claims brought to its attention
but does not go out of its way to publicize
service benefits. De Victor said . "The
public is not advised of benefits.·· she said .
" The family has to apply for benefits ...
DeVictor said other than benefits received indirectly as a dependent of a verteran
or of a veteran's s urvivi ng spouse.
children of vets are not entitled to benefits
in their own behalf except on the veteran's
death. But she explained that a Jesser
known fact is that there are many vets who
die indirectly as well as directly from service connected duty. sometimes many
years a fter the service is completed.
whose s chool age children. in some cases
up to 26 years of age, may be eligible for
pensions. scholars hips a nd other benefits.
DeVictor gave some hypothetical exa mples . "A vet has had a leg amputated
<during or because of ser vice) and his
house burns down in the middle of the
night and he dies. Many people would not
make the connection between him not being able to get out of the house because of
this amputa tion , which was service con·
nected. a nd come to us for benefits. Or tha t
sa me man might die while being robbed in
his car because he was not able to press on
the accelerator fast enough." s he said .

Further, DeVictor cited a theoretical
situation in which a discha rged vet suffered a fatal heart attack or d ied in a
motor cycle accident. She said that
medical documentation might show tha t
the death was at least partially the result
of injuries or conditions, sometimes
psychological or neurological, resulting
from military service, thus possibly entitling the vet's children or spouse to benefits .
DeVictor said the VA also recognizes
medical conditions which might be aggravated during military service. "Suppose you were an asthmatic child and grew
out of it, entered the military and worked
with flour and it came back. This would be
a ser vice connected condition. .. s he said.
She also cited multiple sclerosis. high
blood pressure and different forms of
cancer among some of the service connected aggravated conditions the VA
recognizes.
There are time limitations and a
variance of factors involved for specific
periods and lengths of service. DeVictor
said, a nd those with inquiries into s pecifics
should contact the VA benefits section .
De Victor said that all cases handled by
the VA mus t be accompanied by medical
evaluations and documenta tion and s he
said vets or famili es and friends of vets
should make sure the details of the vet's
service are known to them s o that cla ims
can be processed. " Vets need to assert
more responsibility about their records. "
she said. " The VA checks beyond a s hadow
of a doubt about identifica tion. Vets can go
to lith and State to be fingerprinted for 10.
This can be matched with FBI prints . ..
De Victor said a ll vets have FBI files .
De Vic tor said the fact that a couple was
not legalJy married does not disqualify a
veteran ·s child f rom receiving benefits .

Maude DeVict or, a counselor for VA b e n e fits, a ssists a vetera..n ove r the phone o n

claimant procedures.
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422 South Wabash
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Mon.-Frt.: 6:30 a.m. - 6 P·"!·
Sat.: 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Phone-In Orders:
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663-9246(7)
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,.liST FLOOR PLAN , ,
Firat floor plAn fea.tureala.ndaca.pe of plaza in front , ahops and an art ga.llery.
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Reg. Giant
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BLIMPIE BEST (Ham. Salami.
Prosciullini, Cappacola & Cheese) . .
I. Ham. Salami, & Cheese .
2. Ham & Swiss .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 . Tuna Salad . ..... . ... . ... . .... .. . . . . . ...
4. Roast Beef .. . . .. . ..... . .. .. . ..... .... .
5. Turkey ...... . . .. ... . . .. ...... ..... . . . ..
6. Blimpie C lub (Ham, Turkey & Swiss) .

""'

- ~.,,;

!.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

I

All BUM P IE san dw•<" h('s

with the wall fac ing the street made entirely of glass to give its pa trons the most
complete view possi ble .
An interesting s idelight for Columbia
s tudents is tha t Hillma n was attem pting to
make a dea l with the school to give Columbia two floors of space , saying that Colum bia probably ~on ' t find any other buildings
m the •mmedtate neighborhood to expand

m.

2.20
1.90
1.<)5
I 95

M f'

o.Jarn tshed

wtt h

leottucf', toma to~s. o mo n! 1\nd Spec uti

(OS!

Buy any BLIMPIE,
receive an order of

Adminis lra ti vt• llca n I!U J'I (;all clarifit•d
the iss ue by sa ying thai " we could ge t tHil'
floor for twict• whul this who)(' building
cos t. It's the rliffcrt'IICC between $15 p<•r
square foot and $1~ 1 pe r squa re fool. .. Gall
also said lhc total l'OS I uf sul'h an in-

~@Q[JUJ or ©00~~~ for

vestment would hl' around fi to IU nullion .
and in add ition . the sha red oet·upancy
build ing codes in ('hil·agu tt.•o -hahit al ion

I
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I
I

~RING .:nuP ON
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Typical Floor plan displays the arra ngement of st udios, 1 8/2 be droom a partments.

3.75
2.75
2.95
2.95
3.75
3. 15
3.25

HOTS

Roast Bee f Ame rican .
Tu na Me lt
Corned Beef ..
Pastrami .. .. ... .

BLIMPIE Saucf' "' no extra

Continued from pa.ae. 1

1.95
145
1.55
1.60
1.95
1.65
175

I
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Christians and Bibles co
By Dan Quigley
The full page ad leaped from the pages
of the Sunday Tribune with all the force of
a slap in the face.
" IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT
PLAYBOY'S UNBRIDLED PROMOTION
OF LOW co1dMITMENT SEX, RECREATIONAL
DRUGS ,
SELFISH
MATERIALISM AND ADOLESCENT IRRESPONSIBILITY, PLEASE WRITE US.
TAKE ACTION BY BRINGING A
FRIEND AND STANDING WITH US FOR
THIRTY MINUTES IN SILENT PROTEST IN FRONT OF THE PLAYBOY
HEADQUARTERSr AT NORTH
MICHIGAN AND EAST WALTON ON
MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER '1:1, AT
8:45A.M." it read. Underneaththatitsaid
there would be a breakfast at the Conlinental Plaza at 7:30also.
The ad went on and on, d<:scribing in
detail the terrible state our c\luntry is in.
An open letter to Hugh Hefner said; "Dear
Mr. Hefner, Have you ever thought that
your ~ story offi ce building in the center
of our nation could become a kind of monument to the sacrifice of our future?"
Sure enough, there was breakfast Monday at 7:30. It cost $15 for some soggy wet
scrambled eggs, soggy bacon, some
tasteless hash browns, and terrible service. They didn 't offer us any seconds, but
no one was disappointed. Luckily, none of
the people in the room were hurting for

money. This wasn't a grass-roots meeting
at all. There were some regular guys, like
a retired truck driver from St. Charles,
and a conveyor belt salesman from River
Grove. The main impression tbat these
people were struck by though was the fact
that out of the eighty or so in the roo_m ,
there. was a lmost no one else ~re like
· them . There were many mill100at~, and
three ~uarters of ~em had made thetr fortun_es tn the rehgton bustness. Rep~
~ttves from all the_ evan~ehcal organtzattons_ were there, t~ludi.ng many from
rehg10us TV and ra~o statiOns. Most of the
young people were JUSt starting out tn the
business, and hoping to lnake their fortunestheretoo.
The Rev . AI Smith began breakfast with
a short prayer on the moral heritage of
America, and after saying amen, promptly began selling the Chicago Statement
flyers.

mag publishers to pick on. Hefner has
made his magazine respectable, aod opeued the door for all the others to come after.
The fact that Playboy is so respectable
has made them very accessible, to the
point where it is available at any newstand
or drugstore.

Dr. Meeder then reeled off a stream of
statistics. He said that one in 10 teen-aged
women will have a fatherless cbild, and
that these fatherless children have been
statistically proven to commit more
crimes when they grow up. He said there
are 200 abortions per hour in America, and
that one in ten teen-agers were hooked on
drugs. All these societal woes he traced
back to Mr. Hefner's enfluence directly,
but I didn 't have the nerve to ask him if he
thought that Hefner has personally knocked up all these women .
Meeder went on to discuss saving
women from sex object status, and I
Next up was the moderator of the panel couldn't help but notice that men run this
Or. Anrew Meeder . Dr. Meeder went on to
organization.
say that the 50,000 word Playboy
They did have one woman speaker
philosophy has never been accepted
academically by any schools of though, Brenda Miller, a former bunny
philosophy, and yet has had more effect who is now married to an executive at
than anything else in America for the last chann~l 38, one of the TV stations in
20 years. Then he called Hefner's whole Chicago that consists entirely of religious
philosophy materialistic, which sounded programming. She considered her attemppretty ironic in a room of very.wealthy and ted suicides while a bunny in L.A. to be an
example of the wages of sin, death. But she
successful men.
found the Lord, and now considers
Meeder did explain why they had decid- Playboy like the serpent from Genesis,
ed to pick on Hefner among all the skin- making this very sneaky and enticing offer
to aJl of us to commit the original sin. She
then claimed that the guilt felt by many
women who have abortions was placed inside them by God, " proving tbat God is inside a ll of us."
There followed some fast-paced
speeches by a couple of more preachers
whose names I didn't catch, but who
claimed that God has spoken to them personally a nd asked them here to do this.
The last speaker was Gary Hall, whose
major•claim to fame was finishing second

to Mark Spitz in the Olympics. These days
he runs an organization called Citizens for
Decency through Law , which he described
as a non-profit, non-denominational legal
weapon to fight pornography.
Hall came up with some tantasttc
statistics, though he didn 't have time to
tell anybody where he got them. He said
that 750,000 sex crimes in the U.S. have
been directly associated to the pornography business. He said that his
organization's raising of $8 million per
year was a drop in the bucket compared to
the $5 billion dollar business the porno's
are turning, and asked for help in the way

of COQtrihlitioos. Hall also made the start!· meznben,
ing statement that Playboy doesn't diltcuss "liPiDs
V.D., death, or depresaion, which are in· goYei'Dim
tegraJ parts of living. Hall also had time to eutbuu.
blame the state of America ;a economy 011 bardae;.
Playboy also, saying they caused inflatioo Orgaai&a
by encouraging materialism, and terelted,
unemployment by destroying the work (OI'IJiatiu
ethic of this country with their motto, "if it moveme.
feels good, do it."
- Tri-Ltltao
Somehow, with all this tallting crammed
'lbere1
into one bour, there was still time for a OD bud..
quick prayer to " righteousoesa" before majority.
everybody hit the street for the actual NewYOil
demonstration.
SleYeWf
In the street were all the gras&-roots peo- Cllampq;
ple tbat couldn't afford the $15 breakfast. coaeiltaa
It seems they all had certain things in comTbeN:
mon . They were all from out of town, some oograpbJ:
from clear across the country. In fact the thinp u
leading members of the Chicago State- nograplif
ment organization were all from the sexwu •
eastern seaboard, too. And they were all at a lirh
there working for their own religious you from
organizations.
body.
The ad in the paper said this would be a
Everyo,
silent protest, but this proved inaccurrate. tbere, 811
There was a P .A. system set up on the termed I
sidewalk in front of the Playboy building, Square i
and speakers took turns until they got isootu
tired, calling Hefner a " pimp-like pro- aodtbati
moter who has been attempting to make a animal's
sexual toy out of the American woman aod r~
an irresponsible adolescent out of the Hedted•
American male.''
lege new
It was interesting watching the people mastur!J
who had never demonstrated before being tioaofth
instructed by the old bands at this sort of
thing on how to march around in a circle
With 1
and carry a placard. Most of the placards people \1
had dead babies on them, but some people lot of st
had made up their own personal wbosee>
statements like " REPENT-THE END IS showing.
NEAR".
boot caJ
The scene on the street was much more cbildreo
interesting tban the meeting, which might first tit
have been because of the spontaneity of everyon
the event.
Some little old ladies tried to get a cabMost
bie parked in front to join in. "I can 't," he . were ha
replied. "I got a key. Everybody's got a into the
Playboykey."
·
others~
Another trait that all these people ManyP.'
shared was open sincerity. They were hap- byreadl
py to talk. There was a middle-aged lady eoougb.r
named Mar~f. She said that Hefner was
Befort
associated with the Humanistic move- button-hment, thenwaJked9ff.
tians. n.
As it turns out, Margref was from a town madeth
275 miles south of Chicago and a member ly".
of an organization called the Seeker Circle.
When·
The Seeker Circle is dedicated to tracing was thet
down what they think is a conspiracy of they all
Humanism. She claimed that besides path-to I
Hefner, Vice-President Walter Mondale whenyc
and author Isaac Azimov are aJso knowth
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ddn't ftair a Bunny's tail
Ibis organization that ' is
...,ernatural, for a oro.·
idd, pro-abortion, and proIM!allosaid that it was 'Very
l&DY information on· this
iDee tbe media wasn't in! didn't have any more inr than that tbe Humanistic
I mysteriously tied to the

omission.
oaDY disciples of Rev. Moon
t they seemed to be in the
tcame from San Francisco,
ampalgn, and everywhere.
1 charge of tbe Moonies in
1111 proved to be the most
esman for tbe group.
: basically feel that porommunist plot, and the two
!e most against are parcommunism. He said that
r procreation, since looking
tustin your heart prevents
g tbe real woman inside the

After the demonstration, I went to talk to
an editor at Playboy, Kate Nolan. She said
that the demonstration in the morning was
the subject ol many jokes, and that they
didn't even bother to cover the event
themselves. Playboy did issue an official
statement saying that it's a free country,
and supporting their right to demonstrate.
Nolan said that the premises the Chicago
Statement was based on were iUogical"uJ
in-accurrate, and claimed that Playboy
speaks more to the American people than
they do. This is probably true.
It occurs to me that all these puritan-

oriented organizations may be actually
·helping to build people like Playboy 's fortunes. By trying as bard as they can to
repress sexual information, they are probably creating more of a demand for such
information.
On the way borne from the demonstration on the Howard L I noticed among all
the juvenile graffiti on a cemetary wall the
words " Jesus Saves", and " Praise the
Lord." Right after that came "Anita
Bryantis a lesbian whore." The point oi al:
this sexual infighting? Sexual immaturity.
1 bought a Playboy when I got offtbe train.

PHOTOGRAPHYBYSTEVENE.GROSS

:1 a case as 'to why they were
·e 's inspiration was what he
observation post", Times
· Yorit. He claimed that sex
1slate of man, but of beast,
Square bas "the spirit of an
and that "when any society
:oe sex, it begins to decline."
:unple of an editor at his colr dressing up as a nun and
with a crucifix as a reflecnes.

repression of sex that these
scussing, they sure talked ll
young lady named Nancy,
angelical is vague was busy
xplicit pictures in a $12.95
ow Me, which depicted two
· 10 discovering sex for the
be was showing this to
not one person looked a wav.

>e different denominations
out tracts, so that they ran
•m of trying to give tracts to
•re trying to give out tracts.
old me I would be saved just
•ir tract, which sounded eas y

tid make my escape, I was
>y two Born Again Chris:ed me if I knew Jesus, and I
ake or saying " not personal-

I how you could tell which
lenomination to follow, since
!ed their's to be the direct
, one follower explained that
Jesus, "you know that you

know".

A few of the rally'• ape&llen from le ft to riaht, Mode.ra.tor Dr. Andr~w M~~d~r, ape.&k~r
and form ~r Pla.yboy Bun.ny Br~nda. Mill~r, R~v~ren..d AI Smith, a.a.d JudQ~ Robert L.
Sklodowok.i.

Demonatra.tora in front of Pla.yboy H~a.dqu&rtera here. in Chica.Qo.
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CfiTCH THIS"
Vegetarianism: An American obsession
By Fatma Abdelaziz
Dieting has become an American obsession and vegetarianism is one of the many
forms of diets they arc experimenting with
either beca use of religious , political, social
or economical reasons.
There are as many types of vegetarians
as there are people. but the three major
types of vegetarians are:
I. Pure vegetarians or vegans eliminate
all animal and dairy products from their
diets.
2. Lacto vegetarians eat all foods of
plant origin plus dairy products.
3. Lacto-ovo vegetarians include foods of
plant origin. dairy products and eggs in
their diets .
ARE VEGETAR IAN DIETS SAFE?
Meena Rammohan, clinical dietician at
Northwestern Memorial Hospital , states.
"If planned, any vegetarian diet can be
safe, but a vegan has to pay so much attention to what he eats everyday. For instance. a lacto-ovo vegetarian is not very
hard because of the egg a nd milk included
in it. The egg is the best source of protein,
even better than meat. The egg, milk and
plants give you all the nutrients you need. "
The essential vitami ns lacking in a
vegetarian diet are vitamin B12, vitamin D
and calcium. These ca n be found in milk .
Eggs are also a high source of B12. A pure

Although iron can be found in plant foods ,
this is not absorbed as efficiently as the
iron found in meat and liver. Rammohan
s uggests consuming vitamin c enriched
foods with each meal to help iron absorption. She also recommends that pregnant
or menstruating women take an iron supplement.
A pregnant vegan runs the risk of giving
her unborn child rickets if not enough
vitamin D is consumed for both mother
and child.
" I have advised many pregnant women
to switch to lacto-ovo vegetarian," Rammohan said. " The main reason is how
many people can drink 4 glasses of soy
bean milk for each glass of milk to get the
calcium requirement. When a lady is pregnant and the baby is growing the calcium
need is 400 milligrams more than the ordinary woman needs. How many people
can drink 16cupsofmilk?"
· The benefits of a vegetarian diet are:
Menna. Ra.mmo ha.n, c Unica.l dietician m&kea daily round a at Northwestern Me.morial
vegetarians tend to be leaner than nonHospitAl. photo by Ruben &uiaoa
ph.oto by Ruben Bur11o• vegetarians; they have lower cholesterol
vegeta rian can get the daily required cups of soy bean milk for every cup of levels ; their diets are low in fat a nd
cholesterol, high in fibre and us ually does
amounts of these nutrients if he drinks soy whole milk .
A vitamin B12 deficiency, which is ir- not contain many high-calorie-low nutrient
bean milk fortified with calcium and
vitami n D.
reversible unless detected early, can lead foods. This is consistent with the American
The adult body requires 5 micrograms of to neurological deteriorat ion . This Dietetic Association nutritional ·recomvitamin B12. This can be easily acquired degeneration can ultimately lead to the mendations. A vegetarian diet is a lso less
with 2 or 3 cups of milk , cheese a nd for- cur vature of the s pine.
expensive because it takes 10 times more
tified cereal. A vegan, however, in order to
Another poss ible definciency in land space to produce the amount of promeet this requirement. must drink four vegetar ians, especia lly women, is iron. tein by beef as it does from vegetables.

Quality not quantity clue to perfecting wardrobe
By Maryanne Gu istino
Now that one knows how important
an adequate y,ardrobe is in the world of
business. it is im portant to find out how
to get that wardrobe and keep it in tip
top condition.
One's budget is instrumentl in determining how quickly a wardrobe will be
completed. When building up a career
wardrobe remember quality is important not quantity. Buy the best. just buy
less.
Before shopping for a new wardrobe ,
check out your clothing needs. Examining you r existing wardrobe may
eliminate costly mistakes. You may
already have most or what you need.
Begin by sorting through the closet.
Discard a ll articles of clothing that are
badly worn or do not fit properly. By doing this you will know exactly what the
weaknesses are of your wardrobe and
will also have made close t space for
new pur~hases .

Now the actual shopping begins. Sta rt
by scouting local shops that carry merchandise that will suit your style and
budget. Though the most expensive
stores stock a certain price range. a ll
s tores r educe Fall und Winte r mer-

chandise after Christmas and Spring
and Summer goods around the Fourth
of July.
According to Egon Von Furstenburg,
author of 'The Power Look '. "You are
better off with the lowes t priced suit
model from a quality store ... than with
the 'top or the line' model from a mass
market outlet."
Von Furs ten burg also points out that
buyers should be careful when shopping
at discount stores. " .. .loo(l for the stuff
from which labels have been cut out. It
isn't a guarantee, but chances are these
came from a better quality manufacturers and retailers ... "
In order to purchase a quality wardrobe one must be able to recognize a
well made garment.

I Check for quality fabric .
2 Seams must be well finished-(no

puckering >.
3 The inside should be well fi nished( no hanging threads).
4 Buttons s hould be of wood, bone.

or

mother-of-pearl.
5 The zipper should be put in straight
and should meet evenly and be covered
by a flap of cloth.
6 Hems should be s traight and finish ed properly. The stitching should not be
visi ble on the outside.
7 If there is a slit in the dress one side
should not be longer than the other .
8 Collars should fall without buckling .
9 Cotton, flannel shirts should be
woven, not printed.
If one must cut costs, it 's best to do it
from the skin out. Purchasing the least
expensive socks and undergarments
are one way to economize.
Also, never pass up a sale on basics.
This is a good time to build up a collection of shirts, blouses, socks, ties, and

hosiery.
" Taking care or clothes is the single
most important factor for economizing," said Von Furstenburg.
Before buying anything investigate
the mainte na nce of an article. Dete rmine how many wearings. over how

long a period or time, with how many
trips to the cleaners each outfit will
give.
How long a wardrobe last depends on
how.well it is taken care of. Below are
just a few tips on how to increase the
life of a wardrobe.
- Always use a shaped wooden or
plastic hanger.
- Hang all pants and skirts or a
wooden clamp hanger.
- Starch makes ironing easier, but it
shortens the life of a garment.
- Roll up knit ties, they sag if hung
on a rack .
- Marks from a ballpoint pen should
be sprayed with hairspray before laundering.

Matthau's "Hopscotch''; lots of fun on the run
By Dan Quigley
There 's go<!d news and bad about the
film 1/up •c"tch. If you
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an expose novel , chapter by chapter, city
by city, and mailing the chapters orr to
e very intelligence bureau in every country. lfe convenien tly leaves tips as to his
whereabouts just when he's leaving the
scene or the crime. The CIA, along with all
the other major countri es, want to knock
hun orr for embarussing them so budly,
but fur Malthau, who knows thc1r meth1Kis,
1t 's all ch ild 's pluy .
The film tlucs have a puint U.S. intt'lli ·
gt-nct• agi•JJcies huvc lwo·n s tdkiul(uut all
f)Vt:r the wurld lately, aud su111c I'XJlCrt s
lo:<vl: II(Jint·d Uwt w1•'d IH' hcltl'l' uff w1thuut
th1·JJ1 I'JJi in·ly. Hut lh1• Jl"hll ~"t s uvc1·
w•orketl . J·:vt•ry•uwl'ise 111 llu• fiiJJJ o•uds up
J,t·JtiV, JJJI!I'I!iy Mut thuu ·, lull guys . Tlwy
;,,.. tyrwx. not duu·w ·t•·rH, 111111 llu·n· I~ 1111
dt:ll'JU'If•fdf•Vt•lopiiH'IIIlllllll

M:dlltau f!,,,.K llu v•· llw I'I J!hl tuuda w1lh
auy oru· llrwr· w· r•·putlt ·•· . thouJ.(h , Ilk•·
w llf'll lh· fH'KI f 'IIIIII 'H ov,.r· tu f :I• •Jtrlu '"l lu •ll'-'•'

''"d Hu y~
' YttU 'NIIItl Ill I11Jk idll tlll )'IIIII Jll l t• 1111".
ltllllrl ''' '
" N t1 "

" t ;ood "
1\url w lu•u f:l• ·•,d: t H•lk•• lu tu tf II• · lu~t.
llt ttrl•·••llllu,. wd l V"l
" V,·ult, I f,·ll ' ' \'' '' vl h111V, If, llw l •'l 1tl
f•::tf'lfl ~ IW II'! y ''

Hopscotch is s till a very engaging film .
The audience is drawn towards Matlhau,
to the point where we are cheering him on
against our own CIA , a theme which could
not have lx!en explored very many years
ugu with success. It is a beller example of

an escapism film than you'll probably ever
find. because Matthau is in a constant
state of escape. And it's a family film that
doesn't pander especially to the family
market. If you like Mallhau. you'll love
this one.
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POTPOURRI
Try gilts with a twist this Christmas
Attention
Photography
Students

By Dominic Scianna
Tis the season to be unusual! Instead of
buying that ordinary Christmas gift, why
not be daring and splurge on something
totally different. All of the ho-hum gifts
that go along with the Christmas spirit are
out, the element of surprise is in.
Christmas is only a short time away, and
the mad rush of shoppers are preparing
their lists right now. In the past everyone
at one time or another has gotten that standard gift that is never worn or hardly ever
used. For example men receiving a shirt
and tie, or women having to open another
bottle of perfume. Whenever anyone is in
doubt about what to buy, the old practical
gift comes in mighty handy, right, wrong!
What about those gifts which make you
nod your head and say yeah, that's the one
for me. 1980 can be a new awakening for
the avid Christmas shopper to explore a
new lot of unusual gifts to choose from.
They may be a little more expensive but
with any gamble there are always certain
risks involved.
There are a variety of little shops which
carry these unusual and different suggestions for Christmas. Brautigam
International-Gifts from around the world ,
located at 4020 N. Central Ave. specializes
in c ·ar:s and wooden sculptures. The most
striking at Brautigams is a wooden crafted
" nativity scene" which was made in Germany, and is called a gwckenspiel. The
glockenspiel is made of wood and depicts
Christ's birth with Mary and Joseph at his
side, the Wise Men and a nimals huddled
a round the manger. The unusual thing
about it is, on a ll four sides there are candle holders which when lit, cause the windmill at the top to spin around due to the
heat of the candles. This work of art goes
for $75, and is truly just that. Other items
of interest especially for the kids are
music boxes with the seven dwa rfs a nd a ll

The Student Gallery Board is currently soliciting student a rt work for
consideration for upcoming shows.
The first exhibit will run November
21, 1980 through January 3, 1981. The
deadline for submission of portfolios
for consideration in this exhibit is
November7 , 1980.
The Student Board will continue to
look at portfolios through-out the
semester for future exhibits. Members of the Board are available
Tuesdays and Thursdays between
10:00 am and 1:00pm in the gallery.
If there are any questions , please
contact the gallery at 663-1600, ext.
600.

A German ftlockenspiel portra.ya the nativity scene _a.t Bra.utiaa.ms lnteri\Atioftal Gilts
from around th.e world.
photo by Domin.ic Sci.a.l\l\&

old movie posters with the late great actors, Maureen O'Hara and Clark Gable in
" From Here to Eternity, " or Johnny Weis muller as Tarzan. Current movie nostalgia
is also available with Sylvester Stallone in
" Rocky" and Paul Newman in the Hockey
comedy "Slapstick." All items are
moderately priced a nd contain loads and
loads of books, still photographs etc ...
Rekindle some old memories at Christmas
this year wi th some nostalgia gifts for the

the Mickey Mouse characters, which old movie buff in you r family .
would make fine ornaments around the
If that someone special likes to be sur house during the holidays. The music prised, then how about ordering that
boxes are all moderately priced.
special gift by mail. Swiss Colony, 1112 7th
Memories of years past can be recap- Ave., in Monroe, Wisconsin is the place to
tured at Metro Golden Memories send your order forms. Fine cheeses ,
Nostalgia shop 5941 W. Irving Park. cakes, candies and all that good stuff is
Wouldn't an old Philco police band radio what Swiss Colony specializes in. How
make for a fin e Christmas. This Philco about that special assortment of fine
police band radio made in 1937, can be pur- meats, pastries, spices, spreads, candies,
chased for $50. Not only doeS it receive nuts and jellies to entice that certain
police calls, but also picks up all AM and someone. Then the " Ultimate VIP Tower"
FM stations. ' 'The police band is at the e nd from Swiss Colony priced at $115 can be
of the dial, as most radios during that lime yours. This delicacy shaped like a Christcould pick up the calls by turning to the mas tree will keep anyone's appetite busy
bottom of the dial," said AI Petersen, well into next Christmas. There are
manager of the nostalgia shop.
Chocolate Kisses as big as 1'h pounds
The store specializes in old movie priced a t $10.50, Ginger Bread houses
nostalgia. Old cassettes from the popular decorated with an assortment of over 100
radio shows can be purchased, along with candies for $26, and other goodies to

230 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
PH: 427-5980

choose from . Swiss Colony can lighten up a
person's life around the holidays, but expect to gain a few pounds in the process.
Finally for all of the rich and eccentric ,
there is a perfect store for yo.u. Another
mail order house, but certainly not just
any mail order house. Nieman Marcus,
P .0 . Box 29658. Dallas. Texas, has that expensive gift for you. How about a 47" long
Christmas stocking for the kids gifts. You
get $27.50 worth of stocking colored in
bright red and whi te, to hang from your
fire place or better yet your ceiling . If
entertaining guests during the holidays is
in store then why not do it in style. For
serving meals buy a roast beef cart made
of mahogany with silver-plated dome and
hardware, aluminum carving plates,
vegetable wells and alcohol burner, for the
low, low price of $24,000.00 DELIVERED.
No that is not a typographical error , Twenty four thousand dollars is the correct
price. That is a tough act to follow, but
Nieman Marcus also has some moderately
priced articles which you could fit into
your budget.
All in all make Christmas a joy this year,
by enjoying your shopping days buying the
unusual gift of your choice. Make that certain someone say, " Yeah this is definitely

SINCE 1899

50mm

NOW

829995

Monday, lovember 10. 1980
1:oo PM Room 407

Meeting to select
volunteers for help
in producing
Columbia College's
Talent Showcase
to be held in the
Spring of 1981.
STORE HOURS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 AM TO 5:30PM
SATURDAY
8 AM TO 5:00PM
SUNDAY -CLOSED

• LARGE DARKROOM, PAPER,
CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT
• PHOTO FINISHING- 20% DISCOUNT
• FILM DISCOUNTS GREATER THAN 28%
ON SPECIAL QUANTITY PURCHASES
• ALL EQUIPMENT AT LOW PRICES
SPECIAL FEATURES

WITH 1.8E

TALENT
SHOWCASE
MEETING

me ..... "

CENTRAL CAMERA COMPANY
Celebrates its 81st Year

NIKON FE-AUTOMATIC
ON SALE

ARTS&
ENTERTAINMENT
MANAGEMENT
STUDENTS

• Automatic Exposure
• Doub le Exposure Capability
• Motor Drive Avai lable

.,
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NOTIC€)
Spreading the word Aspirin is most common
relief lor pain sufferers
on State Street
By Debra Meeks
"Jesus loves everybody but everybody
don 't love Jesus! ".
If you happen to be walking in the State
Street Mall one evening this is probably
one of the many things you' ll hear.
Reciting those biblical sayings is Evan gelist Samuel Chambers, pastor of the
Highway Church of God in Christ, 2156 W.
Van Buren.
For one and a half years Hcv. Cha mbers
has been coming out with his microphone
and bull horn spreading the word of the
Lord. He usually s ta rts his mission at
about 12 :30 and goes lo about 10 :00 p.m.
When asked how he got started speaking
publicly about religion. he replied "God
gave me the message".
" Turn a way from sin if you want to go lo
heaven. Hell is Hoi!", shouted the jubilant
pastor.
During Ihe interview with Rev . Cham bers. several people greeted him warmly
and even asked him for advice . Th~ 23·

Rev. Ike, Rev . Moon and a few other
"messengers of God' who have found their
pot of gold through religion , did not receive
a true calling from God.
Though very well dressed, Cha mbers
said he was unemployed and his only compensation is donations from the litera ture
he distributes to the public.
Adjacent to Rev. Chambers "church
without walls" there is a different faith
being taught on Randolph and State. The
fai th is the Islam religion which history
dates to t400years.
The messengers of the Islam faith prefer
to be referred to as " Street Teachers" instead of "St reel Preachers" for they feel
they are there to instruct. The main purpose of the Muslim faith is bringing
humanit y together in moral excellence
with truth and understaning , they say.
Hes idenl leader lman Hamidulla h said
·'The Bible has been corrupted. we need to
remove all images that attempt to portray
an image of Jesus . For exam ple a portrait
of J esus, the Muslim faith believe th•t

Muaat. taa.ch.cn a, ather ni&htJy on State St. to tea.cl\ the lal&m f&ith to pa.aacra.. by.

Ph.oto by Debra M ccka

year veteran of the ministry , wearing a
Thank God I'm Free button, says he gets a
lot of negative responses, like people
swearing at him or call ing him crazy, but
he says is doesn't bother him, "because
God will ta ke care of them " .
" People don't want to hear the truth
because the truth hurts, and they don 't
want to he told what's right ," he says.
Chambers says he gets a great satisfaction
a nd peace of mind at the end of the day just
having reached someone.
Chambers, who says he is a messenger
of God, is of the Pentacostal faith, and
feels that personalities like Bi lly Graham,

Jesus is the creator and can 't be visualized
so how can their be a picture of him ?"
One of the brothers, as they ca ll themselves, read a verse from The Holy
Quran, the Muslim 's source of teaching
written in Arabic and English that has
never been rewritten. The verse reads as
follows : " And who believes in the
Revelation sent to thee and sent before his
time a nd in their hands have the assurance
of the h_!!rearter, meaning we accept the
teaching of all the phrophets".
The Honorable Elijah Muhammad Masjid, 735 S. Stoney Is land is the Muslim
place of worship in Chicago.

By Janis Forgue

Along with the common cold, the
headache, sometimes accompanied by upset stomach, though a minor malady, has
afflicted mankind since prehistoric times,
according to historians.
How do pharmacists rate over the counter pain relievers and how do some Columbians deal with the problem of occasional
minor pain? There are in fact more pain
nerve endings in the human body than any
other type of nerve ending and the shelves
of a typical drug store today carry more
than 35 varieties of pain relievers.
Lawrence Wysocki, chief pharmacist at
Walgreens, 4 N. State, said that there is
essentia lly no difference between most of
the pain relievers available over the counter. Regarding name brands he said,
"Aspirin is at the base of all of these
products. There is no probable difference."
Wysocki's opinion of less prominent
brands of pai n relievers is the same .
" They are aspirin a nd just about
equivalent ," he said.
He described the basic difference he perceives between aspirin substitutes such as
Tylenol.
"Ty l eno l
contains
acetami nophen , a different che mical that
acts on inflammation as well Cas general
pain )," he said.
Ca lvin Haylett, pharmacist at the A&P
at 2200S. Western, concurs with Wysocki 's
opinions about pain relievers. He said that
less known brands are just as good for
alleviating pain as the more popular ones
a nd that any difference basically lies in the
number of grains.
Haylett ha d this to say about pain
relievers in general. "Many people will
swear <for example ) that Bufferin works
better for them than another brand," he
said. " Psychologically maybe it really
does help. But as far as the potency, there
is no difference. They are all from the
same batch."
Individuals deal with minor pains in a
variety of ways. Tom Loesh, a Columbia
TV major, said "Now I use Excedrin first,
then Tylenol, for hangovers and
toothaches and things like that. I prefer
Excedrin because it contains aspirin and it
a lways works for me. Tylenol sometimes
doesn't. I think it's my personal bias ... "
Karon Ward-Shapiro, a Columbia adver tising major, has more knowledge than
the average person about mild pain
r elievers through her family 's in volvement in the pharmaceutical field.

Lawrence Wyaoclli
Photo by Wai Chao Ynft

"My dad owns a medical supply company
with a pharmacy," she said. " We've tried
it all · Anacin, Bayer, Excedrin, Percogesic, Tylenol and Ascriptin . U one
didn 't work he'd bring home another
brand."
Today she said she prefers Ascriptin for
minor headaches. " It's an aspirin that's
coated so it doesn't hurt the lining of your
stomach," she said. " It's basically weaker
than Anacin but it doesn't hurt your
stomach lining."
Ward-Shapiro said she believes
meditation helps alleviate the tension and
stress of everyday life which often leads to
headaches. "Meditation relaxes you and
releases pressure oft yopr head a nd you

won 't need aspirin," she said. uu you're a
persistent meditator you'll have fewer
headaches."
Ashun Thutmose, a Columbia TV major,
s hares Ward-Shapiro's belief in
meditation. " I used to have migrain
headaches from sinus problems until five
years ago," he said. "I tried aspirin and
they didn't work for me.
" I just got away from medication
altogether. Meditation helped me. I took
TML Meditation goes back thousands of
years before modern medicine."
Phil Coleman, also a Columbia TV
major, said he never takes pain relievers.
" I never have headaches," he said.
" I think some people are hypochondriacs who take them (pain relievers)
when they have headaches. It's just the
thought that they are taking something for
their headaches.

WELCOME ALL COLUMBIA COLLEGE
STUDENTS & FACULTY
TO THE NEW

HARR~ONSNACKSHOP

DAILY SPECIALS
FOUNTAIN CREATIONS
CARRY-OUTS

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
FROM 6 AM·11 AM
YOUR HOST
''Ff,
,,

dt.mmy

63 East Harrison St.

OPEN 7 OA YS A WEEK
OAILY 8 AM-8 PM
SERVING IIREAK,AST, LUNCH I DINNER
FOUNTAIN CREATIONS I CARRYOUTS

Phone: 341·1270
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Now showing: Chicago in the·movies
By Jo hn Dyslin
What do The B lues Brothers, The Fury,
My Bodyguard, Ordinary People, and
Damien·Omen II all have in common?
They're all part of a growing stock of
movies to be filmed in or around Chicago.
Since Chicago has n't been seen as often
on film and is very strong vis ually were
cited as main reasons for this recent interest by Tony Lobe, c hairman of Columbia's film department. But it only has been
in the last four years that Chicago has been
noticed by the movie producers as a film
s ight. Part of this has to do with the
developme nt of the State of lllinois Film
Department headed by L ucy Sa Ienger.
" Illinois cr ea ted the film office in t975
which was a little later tha n other states
a nd we're trying to attract the movie industr y to lllinois, .. said Sa Ienger. Since
that time more than 50 major motion pi ctures and television mov ies have been
done here. Some of the fi rs t productions in-

r

r·
t,

1

Part o l the lilminll lor T HE &LUES &ROTHERS, starrinll dohn &e lushi and Dan
Ackroyd, was a t Chica.ao's colorful Maxwell Street .

cludeRol/ercoaster. The Awakem'ng Land,

and Damien-Omen II. " But we've been
more visible lately wi th the recent
releases of The Blues Brothers. My
Bodyguard, and now Ordinary People."
Jeff Marden of John litis Associates,
which handles Universal's publicity, said
that Brian De Palma, who directed The
Fury here, called Chi cago the most untappi!d city , the cleanest. and best architectually visible city in the country.
" Right now Chicago has the r ight
chemistry, but it runs out due to cir culation indicated Sale nger. " It a lso has put
the city a nd the sta te not only in the minds
of filmmakers but in the minds of the peo·
pie around the country .·'
The recent inte rest in C hicago is also
very good for s tudents at Columbia College. Lobe a nd Sa lenger said that many
Columbia students have been used on
several of the film s . "Producers who have
been in town wer e impressed by the high
level of Columbia ·s s tudents a nd we're getti ng calls from production m a nagers for
people," said Lobe . The state of lllinois
Fi lm Departme nt has an inte r nship program and Sa Ienger sa id the s tudents from
Columbia are terrific.
More filming here gives young actors

a nd technicians brea ks that were once not
possible. '' It's a relatively new industr y
her e and gives them the opportunity tc
knock on the door , which is unheard of in
L.A.," Sa Ienger said. Furthermore, more
casting is done here.
Another fac tor is that two out of every
three movies filmed here do big business.
However, The H unter was expected to do
better bus iness because of the car falling
off the Marina Tower. but apparently
II'
I>
""'""
didn' t because of so-so reviews.
The Chicago area once lead the movie in- Timothy Hutton starring in ORDINARY PEOPLE is seen here in a scene film ed at
lakev
iew
High
S
c
hool
in
Chicago.
dus try in m ovie produc tion. On Argyle
Photo~ courtesy Unive rsal Pictures a nd Paramount Pictures
Street, the Essany Studio did some important work in the firs t two decades of this
century. but the climate a nd setting of
California lured the industry to Hollywood .
Also. during Mayor Da ley's adminis traNon-Drivers Photo 1.0.
tion, he was agains t Chicago being used as
a production s ight ma inly because m ost of
the interests wanted to use the city for cop
shows. Daley believed that would give a
bad image of the city.
Right now Arthur P e nn is directing Four
J OE SA~!Pl.E
Friends in Chicago a nd will finish in the
middle of November. Other future produc..
u.,
123
r:-.osT,\:-.I s-r.
tions include Marua Collin s. a two hour
60600
C ~IC0GO ,
ILL.
movie of the week , and Th e American
Dream. a s ix-part TV series.
12:$- 00- I!H.i7
999-llll
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SHOE
REPAIRING ·~fS==l
-~ >~
SAME DAY SERVICE
• "While you wait" service on most repairs
• luggage & purse repairs
• new zippers in shoes. boots & handbags
• restyling of old shoes or boots "with the
modern look"
• complete line of accessories

USE YOUR SEARSCHARGE
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• Posrtrve color photo ID
• Val rd prool of age

n
H
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INSTANT mlNnfiCATION
19W. JACKSON
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PUBLIC EYE
Film Festival 'reel' entertainment
By Debra Meeks
The Cinema/Chicago presents the 16th
annual Chicago International Film
F estival beginning Friday at the Carnegie,
Biograph, and the Varsity Theatres.
The Film Festival. a not for profit, taxexempt organization dedicated to the art
of film, is made possible in part by gr ants
from the city of Chicago, the Illinois Arts
Council, and Stolic!maya The Vodka.
Michael J. Kuntza, founder and director
of the Chicago International Film F estival
announced a preliminary list of celebrities
expected to attend the 16th annual festival.
Among the many celebrities to arrive in
Chicago is Swedish producer/ director
Ingmar Bergman , to whom this year 's
festival is dedicated. " An Evening with
Ingmar Bergman " is scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 8 at the Biograph Theatre, 2433

N. Lincoln Ave.
Gloria Swanson, one of the few screen
idols who deserves the title of a living
legend will also appear for the festival.
Her 65-year brilliant acting achievements
long ago made her name a house hold
word, and now she has assumed a r egal
role in Hollywood's hierar chy. Her cl assic
portrayal of Norma D esmond in "Sunset
Bou levard" will be one of the highlights of
her tribute Monday, Nov. 10, 7:00p.m . at
the Biograph Theatre.
William F riedkin, fr om the ominous to
the sweet to the savage, the films of
William Friedkin have al ways made an
impact on his audience. Originally from
Chicago, the Oscar-winning director
known for his creation in films as; " The
Exorcist, The Sorcer er, and The French
Connection," r eturns home for a 3 day

Carnegie Theatre

7

7:00pm: Exit - But Don't Panlc/Au striaJNovotny. Casual sex and casual
theft, as pracliced by lawless youths. 9:15 pm: We Were One ManiFranceNallois. Love and death in a forest, as a Frenchman and a German soldier discover each other during World War Two. 11:30 pm:
Squeeze/New ZealandfTurner. The sexual appetite he shows for his
fiancee during the afternoon and the lust he has for his male lover in the
evening are as different as day and night.

SATURDAY ,2:00 prn: Educational Films. 5:00pm: The Last Years of Chlldhood/W.
German/Kuckelmann. A fascinating portrait of a desperado who's barely
a teenager. 7:00 pm: The Children of No 67/W. Germany/BarthelmessWeller, Mayer. An explosive look at Hitler Youth in pre-war Germany..
9:15 pm: I Sent a Let1er to My love/France/Mizrachi. A heartwarming
story with a magnificent performance by Simone Signore!. 11:30 pm:

8

Deer BoysJHollandJde Lussanet. A steamy seduction s tory featuring an

all-male menage a trois .
SUNDAY

9
MONDA 'I'

10
TUESDAY

11
WED

12

3:00 pm: Sunset Boulevard/U.S.A./Wilder. Gloria Swanson sizzles as
Norma Desmond in the classic disseclion o f Hollywood. 6:00 prn:
Sunday Daughters/Hungary/Rozsa. A reform school runaway learns
about love the hard way. 8:30 pm: Opera Prlma/SpainfTrueba. You'll c ry
laughing at this tender story of first love.
2:00pm: TBA. 7:00pm: Auschwitz Street/W. Germany/Demant. A tour of
the world 's most Infamous death camp, hosted by three of the Nazi
guards who oversaw executions. Lot1e Eisner In Germany/·
U.S.A./Horowitz. The co-creator and co-director of the Cinemateque
Francaise recalls 50 years of film history. 9:15 pm: Order/W. Germany/Saless. Herbert is nuts. How nuts is he? Come see for yourself.
2:00 pm: The Cinema Machlne/ltaly/Bellocchio. A fascinaling, un·
compromisi ng examination of film obsession. 7:00 pm: Coming AI·
tractions. The best sneak previews in the business. 9:15pm: Jazz at the
Festival. Three outstanding documentaries on Jazz greats, Jackie
Mclean on Mars, Joe Albany ... A Jazz Life, and To the Count of Basie.
2:00 pm: Hide and Seek/lsraei/Wolman . A child 's view of the early years
in Israel's existence. 7:00pm: Good Rlddance/CanadaJMankiewicz. A 13·
year-old actress stea ls the show in th is engaging portrait of life in rural
Quebec . 9:15 pm: Gibbl Westgermany/W. Garmany/Buschmann. A 19·
year-old is torn between the love for his mother and the perversions
offered in Hamburg 's celebrated red light district.

THURSDAY 2:00 pm: Lena Rala/W. Germany/Risc hert . A hit in Hamburg, this bold
new work from one of Germany 's premier directors examines the
woman's role in that country today. 7:00pm: Hot Potato/ltaly/Steno. A
comedy about a factory worker struggling with his confused sexual
identity. 9:15 pm: Contract/Poland/Zanussi. Leslie Caron stars In an
examination of loday 's generation gap among the Polish middle c lass.

13

FRIDAY

14

MONDAY

17

Rush & Oak/944-2966
FRIDAY

tribute, as one of Hollywood's most
creative artists. An in-person tribute
starts the celebration F ri. , Nov. 14, 9:15
p .m . at the Biograph Theatre.
Neil Simon , known for his work in " The
Goodbye Girl " i s one of the m ost versatile
authors· of the past 20 years-not to m ention successful. With as m any film credits
as play credits to his name, Neil Simon is
an authority on why people laugh . Simon
will make his per sonal appearance Sat.
Nov. 22, 7 :00p .m. at the Carnegie Theatre.
John H ouseman , a distinguished
producer , and more recently as an actor
has devoted his life to the fine arts. His
string of successes in his film career includes, "The Paper Chase" in which
Houseman won an Oscar for his performa nce. Mr. Houseman appears Sun.
Nov., 23, 6:00 p.m . at the Carnegie
Theatre.

2:00pm: Palermo or Woll aburg/W. Germany/Schroeter. The top film from
Berlin 's festival recounts the legend of an Italian lost In today's Ger·
many. 7:00pm: We Were One Man/FranceNallois. Love and death In a
fo rest, as a Frenchman and a Gorman soldier discover each other during
World War Two. 9:15 pm: Solo Sunny/E. Germany/Wolf. A pop star with
Minnelll's charisma lakes a lo ng look at her life and her audience. 11:30
pm: Dear Boya/Holiand/do Lusoanol. A steamy seduction story featuring
an all-malo menauo a trois.

S ATURDAY 2:00 pm: Documentary Filma. A l our-hour extravaganza of the finest in
this highly comp'll llivo llold. 7:00pm: Hlatolre O'Adrlen/Franco/Donls. A
poignant &tory about an l llog itirnato c hild's soarch fo r lovo. In dialect
wllfl Fronch oubtlllo s. 9:15pm: Camera Bufi/Poland/Kioslowski. Filip's
now Lamora i• l ho koy to a doadly now world. 11:30 pm: The Exorclat.Parl of tho Wll llarn Frlodk in trlbuto

This year's festival includes a special
nine film Scandinavian film package,
which includes films like ; Linus, a tale of
murder, 'prostitution, money and love,
directed by Vilgot Sjoman , Faro
Document, a documentary by Sweden's
l egendary director Ingmar Bergman
about his island of i nspiration, directed by
Jngmar Bergman. I Am Maria, is about a
girl's entrance into adulthood, touchingly
told in charming detail.
All films ar e shown in their original
languages with English subtitles, unless
otherwise indicated. AdmiSsion except for
special events are $4.00 for tbe general
public and $3.50 for Cinema / Chicago members.
Tickets are available by mail order, and
at the Festival Store, 435 N . State Street.
Tickets may also be purclulsed during box
office hours at the theatres.

2:00pm: The Alternative Miss World/England/Gayer. The wildest beauty
pageant since the Invention of the swimsuit features the outrageous
Divine. 7:00 pm: The Blood of Hussaln/Pakistan-U.K./Dehlavi. Gorgeous
photography highlights an action-pacl<ed adventure that parallels t~e
roots o f Islamic culture. ';15 pm: Love In a Taxi/U.S.A./Sickonger. In thos
thriller set on New York's West Side, a child acts as the catalyst In an
unlikely interracial romance.

Biograph Theatre
2433 N. Lincoln Ave /348-4123
FRIDAY

7

7:00 pm: The Cinema Machlnentaly/Bellocchio. A fascinating, un·
compromising examination of film obsession. 9:15 pm: Solo Sunny/E.
Germany/Wolf . A pop star with Mlnnelli's charisma takes a long look at
her life and audience.

SATURDAY 2:00pm: Two Bergm•n Ftlms. Smiles of a Summer's Night and CMe •nd
Whiapers. two o f the master.'s masterpieces. 7:00pm: lngmar Bergman.The m aster takes the stage to review h is career. 1':15 pm: Flnal
Assignment/Canada!Almond. Genevieve Bujold, Michael York, Burgess
Meredith and Colleen Dewhurst are caught In a web of international
espionage.
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3:00 pm: Camera Buff/Poland/Kieslowski. Filip's new camera leads him
into a battle with the authorities. 11:00 pm: A WHk's Vecatlon/·
FrancefTavernler. A brilliant exploration of one woman's mind. 11:30 pm:
Oblomov/Russia!Mikhalkov. A haunting adaptation of the classic
Russian novo!.
7:00 pm: Swanson on Swanson. An evening with a legend - the immortal Gloria Swanson, in person. 9:15 pm: Death Watt'>l·
FrancefTavernier. A brilliant exploration of one woman 's mind. 8:30pm :
Oblomov/ RussiaJMikhalkov. A haunting adaptation of the classic Russian
novel.
7:00 pm: I Am Anna Magnani/BelgiumNerrnorcken. F ilm Immortals pay
tribute to the Jato, great actress Anna Magnani. 9:15pm: In the Eye of the
Hurrlcane/W. Germany/Bohm. A knockout trek across Germany in
pur~ult of an elk turns into an exploration of Europe's heart of darkness.
7:00 pm: llnus/Sweden/Sfoman. Harriet Andersson stars in a tale o f
murder, prostitution, money and love. 11:15 pm: TV Commercials. The
newest and the best from the small screen.
7:00 pm: In My life/Denmark/August. One man's journey into the dregs
of the welfAre soc iety- the brothels and the bars. 9:15pm: Animation.·
A stunning selection of the year's best.

S ATURDAY 7:00pm: Stop Ill/N orway/G lom. A breathless c rime and murder thriller.·
9:15pm: William Friedkln. The Oscar-w inning director returns home to
talk about The French Connection, Tho Exorc ist, Sorcerer and other
films he's created. Host: Gene Siskel.

15

SUNDAY

16

2:00 pm: Sorcerer and Brlnk'a Job. Two Friodkln favorites. 7:00pm: The
Reveletion/Norway/lokkeberg. An experimental examination of a
woman's bailie with middle age. 11:15 pm: The Alternative Mlu World/·
England/Gayer. The wildest beauty pAGEANT SINCE THE IN·
VENTIONAL OF THE SWIM SUIT. Featuring tho outrageous Divine.

15

S UNDAY

16

2:00 pm: William Frledking Awarde. Tho direc tor will prouont tho boot In
lh la Chlcnuo aroa corn)>olltion. rho Fronch Connocllon will bo scruon&d
lollowing lho corornony. 8:00 pm: Mlaunderatooel/ltuly/Cornonclnl. This
newly d iscovered rnas lorploco, medo In 1967, otar& Anthony Ouoy lo In u
l!l&r·f~ rklng l olo r;l lovo lont I>Otwoon o wldowor und his two sons. 8:30
pm: Pelermo or Wottaburg/W Oormony/Schroolor. Tho top fi lm from
Bqrlln 'n tn" t

r fJ r. r~un t o

th•t I~JunmJ o f on Ito lion lost In todl!ly's Gormany .

Student government survey
Would y1111 be lnloflrtlll~ In parllclpallng
In • atudent tpv4tl"nmf!f11 tl Colum~ ? To
tniJI'- ywr oplnlcln, fill wt Ute lurrn
t...tuw 8lld r~ It the (:c..Jumbla (;ol..

w

t ee~

,.,_ Jloom , 7th floor.

COMING SOON ...
A ONE NI GHT PER FORMANCE
of

"CJh.e cllnni.veua'ty"
presented
by

SOAPY WATERS PRODUCTIONS
O N NOV. 22 - 8:00 P.M . AT THE 11th STREET THEATER

